Two methods are commonly used to estimate the critical shear stress of individual fractions in mixed-size sediment, one using the largest grain displaced, the other using the shear stress that produces a small value of transport rate for each fraction. The initial-motion results produced by the two methods are typically different: largest-grain critical shear stresses vary with roughly the square root of grain size, and reference transport critical shear stresses show little variation with grain size. Comparison of the two methods is seldom possible because both methods can rarely be applied to the same data. The one case known for which both methods can be used suggests that the typical differences in initial-motion results reflect more methodological influence than real differences in the initial motion of different sediments.
parisons between the two methods cannot be made because of the reasons stated above, a consistent definition of mixed-size initial motion can be used to demonstrate the manner in which the different methods can give very different results. These differences are of a nature that suggest that the reported differences in zci-Di/D5o relations reflect a methodological influence rather than a true variation in initial-motion relations for different sediments and flows. This supposition is supported by the one case known to the author in which both classes of initial-motion method may be applied to the same data set.
In addition to problems of comparability among different data sets, there are general questions concerning the measurement of initial motion of mixed-size sediments that have yet to be answered. Can either of the existing, practical methods be compared with the shear stress at which the first movement of a given fraction is directly observed (if such an observation can be made)? Is one method more appropriate than another for comparing the critical shear stress of grains of a different size in the same mixture? Which method can be compared with critical shear stresses estimated from theoretical models ?
The rational definition of incipient motion below provides a basis for answering these questions.
DEFINING INITIAL MOTION FOR MIXED-SIZE SEDIMENTS
It has long been recognized that a basic problem encountered when determining the critical shear stress is that it can be estimated only with data from flows with some grain motion, for which the bed shear stress already exceeds critical. A second and more fundamental problem is that the bed shear stress is a fluctuating quantity, and one cannot precisely define a value below which there is no motion. Both problems lead naturally to a definition of zc in terms of a small but finite number of grains in motion. But the number of grains displaced depends on the area of the bed examined and the length of time over which grain displacements may occur. An initial-motion criterion must therefore be defined so that the critical shear stress determined for different sediments, or for different fractions in a sediment mixture, are comparable, so that empirical data on critical shear stress can be combined into a general model or compared to theoretical results. 
Although derived only in part using similarity arguments, can be presented in terms of the scaling arguments that lead to (4). In this case, if the similarity ratio for the bed area is the same, kinematic similarity of sample periods would be defined
as t•(q/O x) •/2 = t2(g/D2) TM {6}
Still other similarity ratios could be used, and these would produce other initial-motion criteria. Alternative ratios are more reasonably defined for the sample period than for the sample area, for which an intuitive argument can be made that the size of the bed area observed must be increased for the larger grains in the mixture. The two sample period similarity ratios presented above are the simplest possible using a dimensional analysis of the relevant physical parameters.
The initial-motion criteria of (4) 
Largest-Grain Method
The most common departures of the largest-grain method from the ideal involve sample areas not large enough to give coarse grains an equal opportunity to be sampled, and samples that do not contain the coarser sizes in the bed even though they are taken from flows that exceed the shear stress necessary to move the coarsest grain in the bed. The effect of these sampling and scaling problems can be illustrated with the help of schematic diagrams in Figures 1 and 2 The Oak Creek data illustrate that strikingly different results are obtained from the same data by using different initial-motion methods. Clearly, the results produced by one method cannot be used to confirm or deny those produced by the other. More important, the difference in the results may be explained in terms of the sampling and scaling problems associated with the largest-grain method. However, even if the largest-grain estimate of the critical shear stress could be scaled to match a criterion such as {9), it is not clear that the two methods would give similar results because, even under ideal conditions, the two methods give fundamentally different results when the special case of equal mobility is approached.
OTHER POSSIBLE SOURCES OF DISCREPANCY IN CRITICAL SHEAR STRESS RESULTS
Although the Oak Creek data demonstrate that methodological differences alone are sufficient to produce the ob-served discrepancies in critical shear stress, it is worth considering if the differences observed have other causes. All the initial-motion measurements that show an approximate square-root dependence of zci on Di have been made using the largest-grain method with field data [Carling, 1983 One difference between field and flume that might produce the observed discrepancies among initial-motion results concerns the presence of equilibrium transport conditions. All the flume experiments discussed in this paper have been carried to an equilibrium transport condition, wherein the transport rate and size distribution vary about a stable mean under steady flow conditions. In contrast, many of the field studies correspond to transport conditions where the bed and local transport are adjusting to changes in the flow and sediment discharge. If the grain size distribution of the bed surface, on which the size distribution of the displaced sediment must depend, lags behind the flow conditions at the time of sampling, the sediment sampled (whether visually or directly) will be different to some extent from the sediment that would be sampled if the flow and sediment discharge developed to equilibrium conditions. It is difficult to say exactly how disequilibrium transport conditions would influence initial-motion measurements. The magnitude of the effect would depend on, among other things, the magnitude, rate of change, and direction of change of the flow strength, sediment transport rate, and transport size distribution input to the sampling site. Also important are the distribution of sediment at different elevations within the transport system (providing a possibly varying population of sediment available for transport) and the rate with which the sediment bed may adjust its surface size distribution and bed configuration in response to the changing flow and transport conditions. In order for the field results to be consistently different from the flume results, however, it would be necessary to argue that disequilibrium field conditions differ from equilibrium laboratory conditions in a consistent manner. For example, if initial-motion estimates from disequilibrium conditions consistently show a greater dependence on grain size, it would follow that the disequilibrium stress for coarse fractions that was larger than the correct value. The transport samples used to produce the initial. motion results discussed in this paper do not support the notion that systematic differences in sampling error can explain the differences in critical shear stress observed between the largest-grain and reference transport methods. Two of the field studies [Carling, 1983; Milhous, 1973] The practical considerations involved in determining initial motion for mixed-size sediment suggest strongly that the reference transport method is preferable to the largest-grain method. Unfortunately, a generally accepted and properly scaled reference transport criterion is not now available. Such a criterion is definable but requires an unknown relationship between the transport velocity of individual fractions, their relative grain size, and the bed shear stress, so that an initialmotion criterion can be converted to a transport rate. Existing reference transport criteria are necessarily arbitrary and tied to a particular dimensionless transport variable. We have demonstrated that different reference transport criteria produce different initial-motion results, with the clear implication that models of mixed-size sediment transport that use a particular dimensionless transport rate parameter must also use a ret'erence value of the same transport rate parameter in determining the reference shear stress for each fraction.
Even if equivalent reference transport and largest-grain criteria could be derived from the same general initial-motion criterion and properly scaled measurements were made with each method, the initial-motion results would still be considerably different for cases where all sizes begin moving at nearly the same bed shear stress. In these cases, the largest grain in the mixture would be present in most, if not all, of the largest- 
